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Delhi school wins IT quiz competition

Yogita Rao, TNN | Dec 18, 2013

MUMBAI: Modern School, Barakhamba Road from Delhi, won the IT Wizards 2013 for schools, held
on December 15, 2013 at the Taj Lands End Hotel, Mumbai. The event was organised by TCS.

In the mega final, the boys from the Delhi school were composed and took well calculated risks from
the very first round of the Quiz. Displaying great synergy and team work, they battled hard against
the clock at a 100-minute long action packed mega finals.

It was a keenly contested battle between Chennai and Kolkata. A tie breaker that followed resulted
in Chennai P S Senior Secondary School clinching the runner up title ahead of Kolkata represented by
Jamshedpur.

The Delhi team walked away with most of the prizes. The runner up team also received prizes along
with their trophies. This year, IT Wiz expanded its digital footprint on social media by engaging with
the millennial generation across India. After every regional quiz across 14 cities, an Online Quiz was
conducted on Facebook page from 5-7 pm to facilitate student participation in order to boost tech
learning. The online facebook Quiz had a total of 140 questions and the winners were selected on
the basis of not only correct answers but also consistent participation across all 14 regional quiz
days. The competition caught the twitteratis' fancy across the country this year.
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Modern School is ‘Smart Tech Wizard’ Champion of 2013

Tribune News Service | New Delhi, December 17

Modern School, Barakhamba Road, Delhi, has bagged the title of Smart Tech Wizard of this year at
the TCS IT Wizards 2013 - an inter-school IT Quiz.

In the mega final, the boys from Delhi were composed and took well calculated risks from the very
first round of the quiz which was held in Mumbai on December15. Displaying great synergy and
team work, they battled hard against the clock at a 100-minute long action-packed mega finals.

It was a keenly contested battle between Chennai and Kolkata. A tie breaker that followed resulted
in Chennai P.S. Senior Secondary School, clinching the runner up title ahead of Kolkata represented
by Jamshedpur.

The Delhi team walked away with some cool prizes that included Galaxy Note 3 and Galaxy Gear
watch along with Bose speakers. The runner up team received an iphone 5s each along with the
trophies.

After captivating a final, CEO and MD, TCS, N. Chandrasekaran, who distributed the prizes, said, "It
was mind-boggling sitting in the audience. It is indeed enlivening for us all to see an excellent display
of tech talent and knowledge from these finalists".


